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Welcome Note
Investor Relations (IR) plays a pivotal role in providing details about the health of an organization. The information
disseminated by well defined IR programs not only project the financial situation of the organization, as a whole, but
also allows investment to be made in an informed and confident way. The subsequent increase in stakeholders and
stakeholder interest from optimal Investor Relations will then automatically result in an increase in the market value of the
organization as long as the company delivers on its operational performance.
Since its inception, DFM has always been committed to
encouraging its listed companies to embrace international
IR best practices as a top priority, through various
DFM initiatives such as the DFM International Investor
roadshows organized to actively promote listed companies
since 2007 and strategic partnerships with various
reputable institutions in driving best practices. In addition
to this guide, DFM offers various tools to companies
including interactive educational workshops.
This further reinforces Dubai as a centre of excellence in
this part of the region and enhances its leading position
as a powerful capital market hub which embraces
international best practices to meet the evolving needs of
its investors (locally and internationally).
Dubai Financial Market is pleased to provide this guide
which is aimed to offer practical assistance to companies

by exploring best practices and key principles that should
be taken into consideration when building an IR program.
This guide is particularly useful for management teams of
private companies who are considering a flotation and for
listed companies looking to further enhance their Investor
Relations.
This guide collates a wealth of experience of several
multinational Investor Relations and Public Relations
advisors that have offices in Dubai, and thus have local,
regional and international experience, in addition to the
invaluable experience of investment banks in this field.
We are confident this guide will serve as a valuable tool
that supports your efforts in driving best practices in
Investor Relations which will ultimately better present your
company’s unique investment case and success story.

Dubai Financial Market

„

International investors play a pivotal role in our markets, bringing in much needed expertise
and supporting more informed, research-based decisions. We are delighted to see the
significant increase in international investors’ activity on our market. Naturally, the more we
are engaged with international markets, the more we will see movements in these markets
echoed in ours. This may increase the level of volatility, but that is the reality of being part
of the global financial markets. Certainly, the positive implications of increased international
investment far outweigh other implications. Foreign investment creates the critical mass,
increases the level of liquidity, and more importantly, supports the development of our
markets by encouraging listed companies to further embrace international best practices in
transparency and corporate governance.

„

Mr Essa Kazim,
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer
Dubai Financial Market
Source: BNY Mellon White Paper on Foreign Ownership, September 2010
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What is Investor Relations and why is it Important?

1

Background to Investor Relations
in the Middle East

Investor Relations in the Middle East is a relatively new
profession – with the arrival of the first Investor Relations
Officers (IRO’s) in banking and property companies in
2006-2007. Even today, it is estimated less than 10% of
listed companies have dedicated resources for Investor
Relations.
The markets in the United Arab Emirates opened up to
international investors in the early 2000’s. HSBC was the
first Custodian to sign an agreement with DFM in 2001
so their international clients could trade shares on DFM.
In 2009, SHUAA Capital launched the first dedicated
MENA (Middle East and North Africa) fund, followed by
other asset managers including EFG Hermes and major
local banks. This was soon followed by the launch of
MENA funds in Europe initially and then the USA. By
the mid-2000’s Bahrain and the UAE were firmly on the
map as foreign capital found its way into the local stock
exchanges.

A number of companies in the UAE who
created an international best practice
Investor Relations function were seen
to benefit from increased levels of
international investment as professional
IRO’s implemented higher standards of
transparency and improved proactive
interaction with investors.
With increased international investor interest, equity
research analysts and sales teams moved to the UAE
to cover the region. The creation of the DIFC, which
hosts international financial institutions and the launch
of the DFSA and DIFX (now NASDAQ Dubai) has also
contributed to attracting international investors – driving
greater foreign investment across the broader Middle East
region.
Up to this point, Investor Relations were carried out on a
reactive basis with management meeting shareholders
as required. With the influx of capital into the region and
the arrival of international capital markets standards,
the rise in investor conferences dedicated to the region
and investor site visits was taking up more management
time. Many companies became aware of the need to
invest in Investor Relations and to manage the growing
demands of international investors, who expected a more
professional Investor Relations focus with analyst events
around financial calendar announcements.
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The first IRO’s in the region came from Europe in 2006
– lured to the region by a unique opportunity to put fast
growing companies on the radar of international investors.
A number of companies in the UAE who created an
international best practice Investor Relations function
were seen to benefit from increased levels of international
investment as professional IRO’s implemented higher
standards of transparency and improved proactive
interaction with investors including formalizing results
announcements and hosting investor visits to the
region. Interaction with research analysts improved
and attendance at international investor conferences
dramatically increased – all of which escalated the
region’s growth potential in the eyes of international
investors attracting more capital to the region.
During 2006 to 2008 the region saw a number of ‘hot
IPO’s’ with significant international investor participation.
By 2008 DFM had almost 30% of its shares traded
by institutional investors, the majority of whom were
international investors and were expecting the same
relationship with companies as they had come to expect
in Europe and the USA.
During this time, there were in the region of eight investor
conferences dedicated to the MENA region per year and
banks arranged investor visits to the region outside of
these conferences. The demands for investor meetings
increased five-fold with some companies hosting 2-3
group investor meetings a week in the UAE. From a
management perspective, finding the balance between
doing the ‘day job’ and meeting investors was becoming
challenging. The result was an increase in dedicated
resources for Investor Relations by either appointing
professional IRO’s from outside the region or with
individuals moving across to take responsibility for IR from
finance or business development functions.
Since 2009 we have seen Investor Relations becoming
more sophisticated in the region – Companies have
begun to understand that IR is a profession that requires
dedicated expertise and an understanding of international
capital markets. More importantly, Board’s of companies in
the region are being asked to focus more on shareholders
with Corporate Governance standards moving towards
international standards. Companies have realized that
if they wish to attract capital, they need to ensure that
existing and potential shareholders are well looked after, a
dedicated Investor Relations function has been key to this.
As global stock market declines impacted the Middle East
in 2009, Investor Relations became even more important
as fund outflows hit most of the listed companies in the
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region. Investor Relations is a role which becomes more
important in challenging times as investors need to take
quick decisions to limit downside risk. During this period,
companies where Investor Relations were supported from
the Board through the senior management teams were
rewarded with less fund outflows than others.
Worldwide, Investors Relations has become more
professional over the last 10 years and the benefits can
be seen through lower cost of debt and equity to those
companies where Investor Relations is a high priority.
Corporate Governance has evolved during this time to
deliver ‘best practice’, guiding Boards on the importance of
managing relations with shareholders, with some markets
dedicating this role to the Chairman and others to a
Senior Independent Director.
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The Middle East has quickly followed the lead of
international capital markets and put in place Corporate
Governance codes. The Middle East Investor Relations
Society is focused on promoting best practice in Investor
Relations and providing world class education for Investor
Relations professionals. This will help ensure Middle
East companies continue to be attractive to international
investors.
Investor Relations as a strategic management function
is continually gaining recognition as investors continue
to reward consistent commitment to best practice IR, in
good and challenging times alike. We are confident that
the real fruit of these initiatives will be the enhancement
of the reputation of the UAE as a whole as a place to do
business and as a destination for capital.

The ‘in-house’
Investor Relations Team

According to Investor Relations specialists, the Rivel
Research Group, IR can impact a Company’s valuation
by up to 35%. Rivels’ recent study of portfolio managers
and buy-side analysts attributes a premium of 10% of a
Company’s valuation to good investor communications
and a discount of 25% to poor investor communications.

A dedicated Investor Relations Officer (IRO)
can make a highly significant difference,
acting as a proxy for the time-constrained
Chief Executives and Chief Financial
Officers, facilitating and informing dialogue
between the Board and the investment
community.
This may prove the benefits of good investor
communications, but managing Investor Relations can
be extremely time-consuming for many mid to large-cap
companies with large and diverse shareholder registers.
A dedicated Investor Relations Officer (IRO) can make a
highly significant difference, acting as a proxy for the timeconstrained Chief Executives and Chief Financial Officers,
facilitating and informing dialogue between the Board and
the investment community.
An IRO is essentially the Company’s day-to-day interface
with institutional and retail shareholders, bondholders,
credit and equity analysts, the financial media, the
Exchange and the Regulator.

The principal role is to manage interest from
those audiences by establishing a framework of
communications activities to ensure the investment
community is fully informed about the performance of
the business as well as identifying potential issues that
may influence the Company’s reputation. Together these
will improve understanding of the Company’s investment
proposition which in turn will help increase the valuation of
the Company’s equity by attracting capital, reduce share
price volatility and reduce funding costs.
Some of the specific tasks an IRO undertakes include:

•

Shareholder targeting to increase investor interest

•

The development of quarterly trading statements and
presentations

•

Draft the annual report

•

Organize and prepare the Board for the AGM

•

Preparation of regulatory disclosures

•

Attending investor conferences

•

Updating website content and interface with the
relevant stock exchanges and identification of market
news
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The requirement for an Investor Relations capability is
determined by a number of factors:

•

The size and market presence of the Company

•

The size and spread of the investor base

•

The level of news and activity that needs explanation

•

The importance the Board of Directors attaches to
Corporate Governance

Slightly larger entities or those with larger share registers
may feel that a dedicated IR resource is too expensive
and opt to give the responsibility to an individual such as
a Head of Treasury or Head of Strategy, or double up with
the Head of Communications.
Although there are no hard and fast rules, companies
typically with a market cap of around $200 million may
find an IRO an extremely cost effective appointment, by
standing in for the CEO and CFO. In addition to a senior
resource, larger cap companies often have a junior
Investor Relations Executive in support to help manage
the IR program.
IROs by virtue of their job need to have seniority and
credibility. A large cap IRO may meet over 200 investors
a year! By virtue of their external facing role they need to
know not just what is happening at the Company but have
a view on macro-economic conditions, the competitive
environment, changing regulatory codes as well emerging
investment trends such as sustainability and other
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) issues.
Internally IROs are seen as important strategic advisors,
increasingly with a seat in the Executive Management
Committee, helping the Management and the Board
understand what investors really think of the Company’s
strategic direction.
Many IROs are appointed from within a Company
often having been in the Finance, Treasury, Strategy
or Communications disciplines. External appointments
are often made from banking, broking, investment
management or research.
Skill sets required include strong financial knowledge,
a keen understanding of investment markets and
the regulatory environment, corporate strategy and
communications as well as the ability to develop and
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manage relationships with the investment community
effectively. Amongst Fortune 500 IROs a recent report
confirmed that 62% held MBAs and 14% were former sellside or buy-side analysts. The number of IROs moving
from previous roles in PR/communications was 8% in
2011 down from 15% in 2008.
The best IROs are recognized for open communication,
a strong understanding of the business, ability to access
the CEO and CFO at the right times and a sharp
understanding of the market including the competitive
environment. IROs are often judged by the market on their
ability to help guide the investment community on the
expected performance of the business; often developing
an in-house share price model to help this process.
Critical to the IRO’s role is the ability to work closely
with all areas of the business including: Finance,
Communications, Legal and the operations. A close
working relationship with Finance will ensure a timely
understanding of how the Company is trading and early
warning if targets or budgets are not being met. Of
equal importance is the need to work closely with the
Communications Department to ensure a seamless
handling of stakeholders especially where they cross over.
Although a Communications team would typically handle
all media relations, an IRO is normally better placed to
handle the financial media, including the Financial Times
and newswire services such as Bloomberg, Reuters and
Zawya.
An IR capability is best set up before it is required!
Companies preparing for an IPO should consider the
appointment of an IRO to help manage the IPO process.
That person is in a strong position, once trading starts,
to speak with deep understanding of the business to new
shareholders.
There are no set rules as to whom the IRO reports.
Research from recruitment consultants, Watson Helby
in 2008, found that across a sample of FTSE 250
companies in the UK, 69% of IROs reported to the
Chief Financial Officer, 6% to the CEO and 19% to the
Director of Communications. In reality they require a close
relationship with all three.
An IRO can make a highly valuable contribution to the
success of a Company. Boards considering a life in the
public markets should consider carefully the merits of
such an appointment.
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A Key Function in Communicating
with your Target Audiences

a. Retail Investors
Retail investors are the lifeblood of UAE stock markets.
Many publicly listed companies are tightly held so the
retail investor provides much needed liquidity to the
market place.
Typically, a publicly listed Company in the United Arab
Emirates will have a diverse range of investors on its
share registers. These could include institutional investors,
as well as retail or private investors. However, the latter,
also called individual investors, unlike institutional
investors, usually have shorter-term aspiration for their
holdings. Their interest is exclusive and therefore can be a
source of advantage both in improving may be driven by
changing sentiment towards sectors, individual companies
or even a particular stock market.
Retail investors will vary in terms of investment styles,
some seeking income while others look for value. They
may buy shares directly, without taking professional
advice, through a local UAE stockbroker or they
may pay for advice and buy shares on an advisor’s
recommendation, or alternatively, leave their financial
advisor to structure their investments according to their
particular goals and targets as some of these retail
investors may be as big as a fund.
Retail investors in the UAE can sometimes be very short
term focused, even day traders, looking to take advantage
of volatility in a particular stock. As a result they may
be more susceptible to market rumors and speculation.
Sometimes a Company may be asked by the stock market
authority to clarify or deny a particular item of speculation
if it is having an impact on retail investors. Often this can
be as a result of a news report or media coverage that
has not come directly from the listed Company itself.
Most significantly for listed companies in the UAE, retail
investors often buy smaller bundles of shares, providing
that vital liquidity. This liquidity can often be the difference
between a lower or higher share price for a publicly listed
Company.
All listed firms in the UAE are recommended to have
a clear, effective and rolling annual Investor Relations
Program focusing on retail investors as well as other
shareholders. In the case of specifically reaching retail
investors, this can involve encouraging them to attend the
Company’s Annual General Meeting (AGM), a dedicated
retail investor section on the Company’s IR website, or
releasing key information via the business and financial
media in the UAE, in both Arabic and English languages.
It is essential for a Company to work closely with the stock
market to encourage communications with shareholders,

through a variety of services that the stock market may
offer.
A listed firm should have both Arabic and English
language capabilities when communicating with
retail investors in the UAE and always release any
communications materials in both languages. Ideally the
IR website will have both English and Arabic content.
Some basic information can go a long way to ensuring
smooth and effective communication with retail investors.
Ensure that there are always up to date and easy to
find contact details on all communications channels for
private investors to be able to get in touch directly with
the Company. Any email addresses listed must always
be functional and directed to the IR team rather than a
webmaster or the IT department.
Ultimately, retail investors’ investment styles in the UAE
are not easily categorized, a Company may need to
work very hard to ensure its message is delivered to the
majority.
b. Sell-Side Analysts
Sell-side analysts are one of the main audiences of an
IRO, the IRO should work on building relations with these
people in order to properly guide them on the Company’s
information.
Sell-side analysts (as opposed to buy-side analysts)
are assigned (usually) by institutional investors to write
investment research that is circulated to clients. Sell-side
research is usually detailed.
Sell-side analysts produce complex financial models and
forecasts. They usually specialise in a sector or a subsector.
The access that clients get to research usually depends
on how much business they give the brokerage producing
the research. It is possible to buy access to some sell-side
research for a fee, but this is a rarer arrangement as it is
usually cheaper to simply switch some business to the
broker who produces the research wanted.
Typically, the best clients will be regularly contacted by
analysts, updating them on developments and changes
in the analysts‘ views as well. They will also get regular
delivery of written research in printed and electronic form.
At the other extreme marginal clients will receive a limited
amount of published research, have no real access to
analysts to ask questions and will have limited (if any)
access to other distribution channels such as research
web sites.
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Sell-side research is primarily produced for external
users - the brokers clients. It can therefore be widely
circulated. It can be very influential in changing investors‘
perceptions and driving share prices.
Sell-side analysts usually have enormous expertise in the
companies and sectors they cover. The forecasts are the
most important single product of their detailed financial
modelling, but sell-side research is very useful because of
the depth of information it contains.
A Company should have good research coverage which
in turn increases its exposure to investors.
c. Buy-Side Analysts
A buy-side analyst is one who works for an institutional
investor such as a fund management Company. Most of
a buy-side analyst‘s work is intended primarily for internal
use, although some of it may be shown to clients.
Employing buy-side analysts, rather than relying on the
work of sell-side analysts, has a number of advantages:

•

The independence of buy-side analysts from the
companies they cover is more certain.

•

They can be asked to concentrate on the companies
and sectors of the greatest interest to the money
manager, and in the context of specific strategies,
goals and portfolios. For example, they can consider
not just is “X a buy?“, but is X a buy for the growth
portfolio we run for client Y which already has a lot of
stocks from X‘s sector?.

•

Buy-side analysis is exclusive and therefore can be a
source of advantage both in improving performance
and in differentiating a fund manager to clients, this
is why some fund managers advertise the strength of
their buy-side teams.

d. Media
In the UAE, the business and financial media is
fragmented. First, they can be broken down into English
and Arabic language media, who have very different
approaches to coverage and are not always looking for
the same stories. Within these segments are the local
UAE media like Al Bayan, Al Khaleej and The National,
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the regional media such as Asharq Al Awsat or Al Arabiya
TV and the international media based in the Emirates, for
example the Financial Times or Bloomberg.
All the above are interested in the local stock markets
and the companies that are listed on them and all report
related news. However, listed companies should know
that where they differ is in audience as well as approach,
as some will expect greater levels of transparency and
disclosure.
Recent developments in online and digital media which
report in real time have also increased the burden of
proper disclosure on companies and in some instances
the exchange had to ask a listed firm for clarification or
denial of a news report.

A listed Company’s reputation will be to a
certain extent decided by the perception of
the media.
Obviously, the media is a good channel for listed
companies to disseminate and release their news in
an efficient and widespread manner to reach as many
investors and potential investors as possible. However, the
key thing to remember is consistency of communication
where all of the media is concerned. Building relationships
takes time and a certain amount of give and take to gain
the trust of the other party. Media are no different and will
expect a certain level of reciprocity in their dealings with
listed firms. It is no use just issuing a press release to
journalists and then expecting wholesale and balanced
coverage. Without the necessary steps taken before and
then follow up afterwards, it is likely your next news item
will receive little or no attention, no matter how important
you think the story may be.
A listed Company’s reputation will be to a certain
extent decided by the perception of the media. Without
consistent care and attention paid to how a Company
is being viewed, it is likely that a large gap will emerge
between internal and external opinions on how well it is
performing and by extension the strength of its reputation
will be measured along these lines.

What is Investor Relations and why is it Important?

4

The Similarities and Differences
between Investor Relations and
Public Relations

Put simply, Investor Relations (IR) covers the broad range
of activities through which a Company engages and
communicates with its current and potential investors
as well as the wider financial community such as the
financial market on which the Company is listed and third
parties such as analysts and commentators who will be
covering the Company.
IR differs from Public Relations (PR) in that PR is a part
of a Company’s marketing programs and the primary
function is to present the Company, its products or
services in the most favorable light to its public audiences
and its target stakeholders, as well as provide broader
reputational protection support.
As the link between the Company and the investment
community, IR aims to provide a fair understanding of
the Company’s strategy, performance and underlying
business fundamentals, which requires that information,
whether positive or negative, is communicated clearly
and efficiently. IR should not be seen as a one way
communications channel, however successful IR
campaigns allow for feedback from the financial
community to inform the program, and also to support
the Board of Directors in their business planning.
Just as Public Relations aims to provide a continual
“boost” to a Company’s image, and rightly so, there
is sometimes the misconception that the IR function
exists solely to boost the share price. While there is an
element of promoting the stock, this is not always the
case as it can lead to unachievable expectations, which
can result in the share price being punished by the
markets and an overall mistrust in the Company by the
financial community at large. As such, and as a guiding
principle, IR activities should focus on maintaining a fair
market valuation that correctly and accurately reflects the
Company’s position and its likely long term value.

since 2008 with the financial crisis and the volatility in
the markets which followed it. For investors, knowing that
they can speak directly to someone in the IR team during
times of uncertainty – be it economic or political – helps
to reassure them and plays a valuable role in protecting a
Company’s reputation and market position.
Although technically different disciplines, there are certain
transferable skills and common ground between IR and
PR – particularly in the type of communications that both
will produce, and the channels for that information to be
communicated through.
Of paramount importance to both are clear and consistent
communications which help investors, the media and the
public to make informed decisions about the Company.
The more proactive and engaging the work of the IR and
PR teams, the less room there is for rumors or speculation
in the press and the market. The Company wants to
ensure that it obtains its optimal valuation, the more that
is known about it, the easier this is to ensure. Around the
Initial Public Offering (IPO) time it is particularly important
that all parties work together extremely closely.
It is worth noting, that many PR teams also view
other aspects such as government relations, internal
communications and crisis management as other scopes
of work that they would play a supporting role in.
The level of interaction between a Company and the
outside world will determine how much control the IR and
PR teams have over public information. This is invaluable
in an area of financial services where accuracy and
transparency are vital and is arguably more vital in an
area of the world like the Middle East which is a newer
market and one that gives investors the opportunity
for diversification. Sitting at the heart of this process
is an adherence to a best practice approach around
transparency and corporate governance.

The importance of the IR team’s role has been highlighted
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What does Investor Relations Cover?

1

Formulating the Investment Story

When presenting or speaking to investors, companies
have a relatively brief opportunity to explain the
investment case – what the Company does and why it is
an attractive investment. Both macro and micro economic
factors should be addressed.
It is therefore crucial that the messages communicated
are simple, clear and well rehearsed.
The first stage in building an investment case is to
undertake a rigorous analysis of the corporate business
model and addressable markets so that its key strengths
and weaknesses are clear, well understood and agreed by
everyone at the Company who will be involved in meeting
investors.

for a clear and concise message. The better they
understand your business and its prospects, the more
likely they are to support it by buying shares.
A large part of the task in this stage lies in crafting
messages which communicate the key selling messages
simply and briefly. If getting the key points of the
investment case across to investors takes more than 1-2
minutes, there is a higher probability of the investor’s
attention wandering and a lower probability of them
investing.

The second stage is to work on how those strengths are
best communicated to investors as well as considering
how to address potential concerns about the less strong
elements of the story.

c . Refining the investment case
Internal presentations can be a valuable opportunity to
test the selling messages with a friendly audience before
embarking on meetings with investors. Agreeing the key
elements of the investment case is a crucial foundation for
Investor Relations. However, all investment cases evolve
over time in response to developments in the sector,
country or competitive landscape.

It is important to remember that investors
whether individuals or professional fund
managers – are looking for a clear and
concise message.

The way the investment case is communicated also
evolves in response to feedback from investors as
management learn which messages are most effective
and which need further development. Keeping the equity
story fresh and relevant is an important part of continuing
successfully to engage with investors.

Often the best method of refining this perspective is
with the benefit of external assistance, utilising market
professionals who can dispassionately compare the
formulation with peer propositions.
a. Initial analysis
A conventional SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats) analysis can be a good starting
point for the initial analysis. Management may also find
that seeking input from existing advisors (banks, auditors,
lawyers or others) may also produce some interesting
and potentially valuable perspectives from outside the
Company in addition to their own internal views. This is
particularly relevant when assessing the merits of the
investment case on a relative basis; remember that every
investment case competes for investor time and focus
against a myriad of alternative investment opportunities.

d. Key attributes
Every investment case is unique but there are common
elements to the most successful ones:

•

Clarity

•

Simplicity

•

Positive differentiation from other companies in the
country or sector which are alternative investment
opportunities for target investors.

b. Selling messages
Stage 2 sees the elements of the investment case
identified in stage 1 turned into a core set of messages
which will underpin all of the Company’s Investor
Relations activity.
It is important to remember that investors – whether
individuals or professional fund managers – are looking
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2

Investor Roadshows

A roadshow is an opportunity for the management team to
meet a high number of existing and/or potential investors
in a concentrated set of meetings which makes the best
possible use of valuable management time.
The core team is usually simple to assemble. It should
include the CEO, the CFO and the IRO. Depending
on whether the Company has a COO or if a particular
division or business unit is performing particularly strongly
or is undergoing significant change, it may be appropriate
to take that member of the management team as well
while their area of responsibility is particularly topical.
There are several types of roadshows:

•

Non-Deal Roadshows: is a large meeting or

3

•

•

Existing investors will want to be kept up to date
with developments at the Company and are likely to
want to meet management in person at least once a
year; you should target discussions with the top 20
institutional shareholders twice a year.
Potential investors, particularly those who are holders
of comparable companies but not of your stock,
should also be systematically targeted. You may need
to meet a fund manager two or three times over one
or two years before they invest. It would be a mistake
to decline further meetings with an investor if they
do not invest after your first meeting. Demonstrating
consistent progress and delivery on targets is an
important part of building investor confidence in your
Company.
Even within a single institutional investor there may
be several relevant fund managers, each of whom
manages a separate pool of capital; your professional
advisors should be able to guide you toward
maximising the impact of institutional access.

No two roadshow meetings are identical, however, an
investor meeting during a roadshow typically lasts for
40-45 minutes. Of this time, you should aim to present for
a maximum of 20-25 minutes and leave the remainder
of the time for questions and answers. The presentation

12

•

Deal Roadshows: is a large meeting or conference
put together for the purpose of meeting potential
clients with a specific agreement being discussed or
agreed upon

•

Stock Market Roadshows: Where the stock market
arranges for its listed companies in collaboration
with a corporate access team of an investment bank
a roadshow in a country abroad to meet potential
investors. Companies should at least attend 2 weeks
of roadshows a year.

Investor Targeting

In addition to cultivating existing shareholders (which is
critical), roadshows should aim to expand the shareholder
base as well:

•

conference put together for the purpose of meeting
potential clients without a specific agreement being
discussed or agreed upon
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should briefly set out what the Company does and move
on to spend the majority of the time explaining why your
Company is an attractive investment opportunity.

Questions
Questions from institutional investors typically fall
into three categories:
A.

Fact checking: making sure they have correctly
understood the business

B.

Strategy: asking for greater detail about or
justification for the strategy you have set out

C.

Finance: asking numerical questions which will
help them build and refine their own models of the
Company‘s future financial performance

What does Investor Relations Cover?

4

Investor Meetings
spend more time than is typical on fact checking. If
they come to the meeting without any preparation,
management will need to expand on the educational
and factual aspects of the presentation. These types
of meetings are most likely to see you make a formal
presentation for a full 20-25 minutes.

Different types of investors may want different things from
a meeting with management. An investor who has owned
shares in your Company for two or three years is likely to
benefit from a different kind of meeting to someone who is
new to the Company and is meeting management for the
first time.
Management should be alert to the likely aims of different
types of investor and shift the emphasis of the meeting
accordingly. While it is not possible to predict all types of
meetings, the main types you are likely to come across
are set out below:

•

•

Existing investors: should be very familiar with the
investment case and the financial performance of the
Company while they have held the shares. They are
much more likely to want to run the meeting as an
extended question and answer session. Management
should focus on what has changed since the last
meeting as well as explaining new or emerging
trends which impact or will soon impact strategy and
financial results.
New investors: Depending on how much preparation
they have undertaken before the meeting, they may
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•

Retail investors: Interaction with retail investors is
much less likely to happen in a formal roadshow
meeting and is more likely at larger group
presentations or outside any formal event. The range
of sophistication among retail investors varies hugely.
Some will respond much better to a simple and clear
summary of the key selling message while others will
ask questions of similar detail to professional fund
managers.

A common theme to all types of investor meetings is the
importance of being flexible in tailoring the meeting format
and content to the audience. Encouraging investors to ask
questions during the presentation at the beginning of the
meeting is one way of ensuring you get prompt feedback.
It is also entirely acceptable to simply ask investors if you
are going into the right level of detail for them, so that you
can adjust the emphasis accordingly.

Websites and Webcasts

Never before have the markets been as complex
and regulations as stringent as they are today. Public
companies have a fiduciary responsibility to their
stakeholders to maximize shareholder value, while at
the same time promote good corporate governance and
disclosure practices. For companies that have filed an
Initial Public Offering (IPO) or that have recently gone
public, it’s important to maintain open channels with
investors while fully complying with the latest regulations.
To this end, companies should develop a communications
strategy that is targeted to all relevant stakeholders
able to influence perceptions of the Company. In
addition to regulatory bodies and exchanges, this would
include current and prospective investors, sell-side and
independent research firms, journalists, bloggers, and
employees.
To ensure simultaneous communication to all key
stakeholders, companies should have a dedicated IR
website that replicates the branding of their corporate
website. An IR website will not only provide visitors to
your site with the most up-to-date information about your

Company, but it will also eliminate the need for your IR
team to respond individually to investors’ frequently asked
questions, thereby increasing operational efficiencies
across your team. The site should be designed to make
it as easy as possible for visitors to find the information
they need. If you’re looking to attract capital from select
regions, your site should be available in those local
languages.
Should you choose to outsource the development, hosting
and maintenance of your site, work with an IR website
provider who can provide a reliable global platform,
unique content, as well as local expertise in regional best
practices you should be incorporating across your site.
Here are some globally applicable recommended best
practices to get you started:
Know your audience
It is important to understand what type of investors own
or will be attracted to your stock. According to a recent
Thomson Reuters survey, 43% of institutional investors
and analysts say that investor presentations are the
most important content on an IR website (followed by
quarterly and annual reports). Retail investors may
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be more interested in stock and dividend information.
Understanding your audience will inform everything you
do on your IR website and throughout the rest of your IR
program, online or otherwise.

in different time zones who can view your webcast ondemand.

The financial community does not like
uncertainty – even down to the dates which
a Company reports its results, should be
consistent year on year to avoid unsettling
investors.

Include updated information about your Company
Your IR Website should include relevant and updated
information about your Company. This includes recent
filings, ownership data, fundamentals, press releases and
an online investor kit.
Automate wherever possible
Ensure that critical data – such as filing and press
releases - always get to your site in near-real time without
manual intervention. This will ensure that the content on
your site is up to date.
Conduct regular site reviews
At least once per year, conduct a full review of your IR
website. The review should cover all the bases: content,
layout, visual appeal, navigation, ease-of-use, level of
engagement and interactivity.
Know how investors use your site
It’s not enough to know your audience. It’s critical to also
analyze how investors are actually using your site—what
content they’re accessing most, where they’re coming
from and how much time they’re spending on it. Your
website provider should be able to help you with this, or
you can do it yourself by working with your web team
or by using a web-based tool such as Google Analytics.
Some companies also supplement this type of analysis by
regularly polling website visitors.
Make it easy for investors to receive your updates
Add RSS feeds, email alerts and social network sharing
capabilities on your site so visitors can proactively be
notified of updates to the information most relevant to their
needs.
Keep up with technology
Even if you choose not to incorporate some of the more
recent innovations into your site such as embedded video
content, social media tools and dynamic, interactive
document conversions, it’s critical that you are aware of
what is available so you can make informed decisions
based on your investors’ needs. Remember, perception
is reality - almost 90% of institutional investors find that
a Company’s IR website impacts their perception of the
Company (according to a Thomson Reuters survey).
In addition to having an IR website, you should also
communicate Company performance updates and
corporate milestones to all key internal and external
stakeholders, at least on a quarterly basis. Use webcasts
to maintain regulatory compliance by ensuring that your
information is communicated to all audiences at one time.
Webcasts also allow you to better engage audiences with
compelling, multimedia content and to cost effectively
expand the reach of your message to global audiences

14
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When researching webcast providers, it is better to partner
with a vendor that has operation centers across the globe,
and local client service teams in your key regions. The
multiple operation centers and global scale will increase
the quality and reliability of your webcasts, while the local
service teams will be able to provide best practices you
should be incorporating in your communications. Also look
for a provider who can offer targeted distribution channels
to maximize the reach of your communications and
embed your message in the daily workflow of investors
and the media. When it comes to webcasts, experience
matters so work with a provider who is prepared to handle
any situation – after all, this is a live event.
In terms of the webcast platform itself, here are some key
features you should look for:

•

Customized branding and design to reinforce your
corporate identity

•

Flexible platform using Windows Media and Flash
formats, eliminating the need for downloads

•

Control booth providing a single interface for
keeping all presenters on track, monitoring audience
attendance, and moderating inbound questions

•

Interactivity to gather audience feedback using realtime Q&A, polling and exit surveys

•

Smartcodes to track the URLs from which your
webcast is being accessed

•

Audience analytics so you can understand user
behavior (how long participants watched, who asked
a question, etc.)

•

Mobile access on iOS-powered devices such as
iPhones and iPads

•

Multi-language support to meet the needs of your
global audiences

With a compelling IR website and quarterly webcast
communications, you can increase the visibility of your
Company and increase transparency while complying with
communications regulations.

What does Investor Relations Cover?

What should you announce and when
First and foremost, prior to listing on any stock market,
it is vital that the Company familiarizes itself with the
rules of that market to ensure that it always complies
with the regulations that govern it. Secondly, the financial
community does not like uncertainty – even down to the
dates which a Company reports its results, should be
consistent year on year to avoid unsettling investors.
Broadly speaking the information that the Company is
required to make public can be summarized as follows:

•

Full year results and annual report and accounts

•

Quarterly and half yearly reports and interim
management statements

•

Upcoming Annual General Meeting (AGM) and
results of that AGM

•

Announcements of dividends and payment dates

•

Announcements on procedures concerning the
issuing, allocation and subscription of shares

•

Significant decisions concerning business activities
or the management of the Company

Additional information that should be announced or made
public is that which affects strategy or operations such as:

•

•

The acquisition or disposal of subsidiaries,
associates or investments and entering into or
termination of important alliances, joint ventures and
partnerships

•

The acquisition or loss of important contracts,
licenses etc

•

Comments on important issues

•

Plans for major new products, services, and
operations

•

Changes to the Board or key management personnel

•

Corporate Governance and Remuneration are
increasingly important issues and so close
attention should be paid as to how these areas are
communicated

In addition to the above, and again, keeping in mind the
need to avoid unsettling the financial community, the
Company should consider making trading statements to
the market, when there is a significant disparity between
analysts’ and investors’ expectations for a company’s
financial performance and the reality. Generally, when
there is a 10% or more variance (plus or minus), then a
statement should be made to realign expectations. Such
information should be released in a timely fashion ahead
of the quarterly, interim, or full year results announcement.

The Company’s overall strategy and that of its
divisions
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WHAT ARE THE
FINANCIAL CALENDAR
ACTIVITIES FOR
THE IRO?
1.

Quarterly Results

2. Perception Studies
3. Annual Report
4. Investor Presentation
5. Annual General Meeting (AGM)
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Quarterly Results

1
Overview

them publicly available within the same timeframe

All companies whose shares are traded publicly have an
obligation to be transparent with their shareholders about
the Company’s operating and financial performance.
Listed companies around the world have a duty to
maintain regular, open channels of communication with
the investment community in return for capital to fund and
grow their business.
Companies should be following the full guidelines of the
local market rules and jurisdictional law they belong to.
In line with international best practice, the current UAE
local markets authority rules and regulations for example
stipulate that listed companies disclose results and
financial information to the market by:

•

•

Providing the quarterly and half yearly financial
statements and make them publicly available within
45 days from the end of the period

•

Accompanying each of the above with a management
report on the business activities for the period under
review

•

Disclosing immediately any material information that
is likely to affect the price of the securities and the
decision-making of investors. Material information
can consist of anything from transactions to a new
product announcement to a senior management
change.

Providing the annual financial statements within 90
days of the end of the financial year and also make

Within 90 days of period end

Within 45 days of period end

Annual Report for AGM between
March-April

Q4/FY

Q1
No director & PDMR
share dealings in the
close period

Q3
Within 45 days of period end

Q2/HY
Within 45 days of period end
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Directors of the listed Company must also adhere to the
rule regarding close periods when they must not deal
in securities of the Company for a period of 15 days
prior to the end of each quarter until quarterly financial
statements are disclosed and 15 days prior to the
year end until the AGM is held for the annual financial
reporting.

results press release, including:

•

A highlights section including key financial and
operational headlines

•

A quote from the Chairman and/or CEO
encapsulating the key performance drivers and
mitigating any negative outcomes

•

A detailed review of the business and financial
performance with year on year comparatives

•

Full financial statements (including comparatives)

•

Full notes to the accounts

Following distribution, listed companies, in line
with international best practice, may support their
announcements with the following activities:

•

Reconciliation of any non-standard headline numbers

•

Explanation of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

•

Media interviews/conference call/press conference

•

Contacts for media and financial community
questions

•

Analyst one to one calls/conference call/webcast/
face-to-face meeting

•

Investor one to one calls/conference call/webcast/
investor roadshow

In practice, to fulfill the above obligations, listed
companies approve the results for the period at a pre-set
Board meeting. Following sign-off by the Board, the press
release, financial statements and management report
are sent. Once the results appear on the stock market
website, the information is distributed to the media and
the investment community.

All of the above activities serve to provide clarity on
the numbers, especially exceptional items, context for
the results, addressing any issues, and guidance on
the performance and outlook. These activities allow
the Company to manage results communications and
positioning in the market; lack of transparency leads to
misconceptions and can ultimately affect valuation, the
Company’s share price and even the Company’s core
business.
Contents
There are international best practice guidelines for the
levels of transparency companies should consider for a
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Purpose
The key audiences for results announcements are:
institutional/retail shareholders and investors, buy-side
analysts supporting institutional fund managers, sell-side
analysts compiling equity research reports and evaluating
sector prospects, and the financial media reporting to the
public at large in the business pages of the local, regional
and international press. These audiences are primarily
interested in assessing investment potential – in terms
of fundamentals (expected future cash flows, growth and
risk), sentiment and current valuation/the likelihood of the
shares performing better than others in the market in the
foreseeable future. So long as the results are in line with
expectations, the Company’s key audiences are likely to
be most interested in what they have to say about the
future.

What are the Financial Calendar Activities for the IRO?

Audience Requirements

Investors

Sell-Side Analysts

Financial Media

•

How do the results compare with market expectations in terms of revenue
growth and profitability?

•

What is the Company’s outlook?

•

Do the results justify holding/buying/selling the shares?

•

How do the results compare with my forecast estimates?

•

Is there a good story that we can use as a sales team to generate
business?

•

Should I change my target share price and recommendation?

•

What are the implications for my forecast for next year and after that?

•

How do the results compare with market expectations in terms of revenue
growth and profitability?

•

How is the market reacting in terms of share price movement and analyst
comments?

•

Is there a good story that will be interesting to my readers that I can sell to
my editor?

•

The media typically focus on profitability; headlines tend to report the
bottom line, especially the wires.

•

The financial media tends to reflect the views of the investors & analysts
with supporting quotes; hence the importance of disclosure to all three
audiences.

•

Media will often try to sensationalize their articles due to the highly
competitive media environment. It is therefore important to engage with
them to manage messages and positioning.
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Planning
Effective, professional results announcements require
careful planning. Companies should consider the following
in preparation for the announcement day:

•

•

•

•

•

•

20

Timetable for production of financials. This timetable
would run from the first draft of the financial
statements and notes to final sign off by the Board.
This timetable helps to ensure that issues are raised
with the auditors as they arise and addressed well
ahead of the final audit meeting. Parties to include
in the timetable: the finance department and
Chief Financial Officer, the business unit Finance
department (if relevant), the Investor Relations team,
the Auditors and the Board.
Communications timetable. This would cover
development of key messages, the press release
and presentation, Q&A, event support (room hire, AV
equipment, invitations and follow up, refreshments,
materials, branding and other logistics) and rehearsal
sessions. This should link to the financials timetable.
Parties to include in the timetable: Chairman, CEO,
CFO, the Finance department, business unit Heads
or Communications Directors, the Investor Relations
team, the Auditors and the Board.
Pre-results research. This is a fundamental
component of results preparation. A review is
conducted of all current sell-side research on the
Company (and its peers) to identify the key market
issues and themes. Analysts’ forecasts are reviewed
to consider what guidance is required. Financial
PR consultants are engaged to gather pre-results
perceptions research from the market to monitor
results expectations and anticipate issues/questions.
Competitor results, press and analyst comments are
also monitored to assist with the Company’s own
messaging in all results materials.
Results day timetable. This ensures that there are no
clashes in senior management schedules and that
adequate resources are in place for all the different
activities on the day.
Materials. Results announcement materials include
financial statements, a management report, press
release, presentation for media/analysts/investors
and Q&A.
Online. The Investor Relations section of the
Company’s website would also be updated to
incorporate all materials and events. Social media
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such as Twitter and Facebook are now often used to
announce results highlights and post key documents
such as the results press release.

•

Media conference call/interviews/press conference.
It is always wise to take control of the media
interpretation of the Company’s results rather
than allowing the press to draw their own
conclusions. These calls and face to face meetings
help to manage Company positioning, address
misconceptions and issues and manage guidance
and outlook.

•

Sell-side analyst conference call/individual calls.
These calls serve to answer research analyst
questions promptly and in a uniform manner
(conference call preferred to avoid selective
disclosure) enabling analysts to update their research
notes, adjust forecasts if necessary and brief their
brokers/clients. A conference call will also help
reduce the amount of time required from senior
management.

•

An investor roadshow timetable. This should detail
the investor meetings to be held after the results
announcement, locations, contact details and travel
plans, plus any supporting work on shareholder
targeting and profiling.

•

Logistics checklist:

−− Check with peer companies to ensure results
meetings do not clash – you will share common
audiences and it is not in anyone’s interest to
hold your results briefings simultaneously.

−− Book rooms for the analyst and media briefings
ensuring that they can accommodate any
technology requirements you may have, e.g.
recording for webcast.

−− Once timetables are prepared (see above)
ensure relevant meetings are included in senior
management diaries for rehearsals, reviews of
press releases etc.

−− Confirm any travel arrangements that are being
managed by external parties, e.g. overseas
investor roadshows managed by brokers.

−− Confirm arrangements for the release of
the announcement and circulation to your
distribution list, including any print requirements.

What are the Financial Calendar Activities for the IRO?

Perception Studies

2

It is important for companies to obtain, on a regular basis,
an objective view of the market’s level of knowledge and
perceptions of the Company, its operational and financial
performance, strategy, management, governance,
Investor Relations efforts and future prospects.

to obtain frank market views that analysts and investors
might not feel able to share with the Company directly.

This exercise provides an objective benchmarking tool
to measure the effectiveness of the current IR program
and evaluate whether messages are understood by
target investor/analyst groups. Findings are used to tailor
messaging, materials and disclosure to the investment
community.

•

Short quarterly pre-results research (approx. 6-8
participants)

•

Post results feedback (approx. 8-12 participants)

•

Post event/investor roadshow research with the buyside (10-20 participants)

•

Annual in-depth perception study to track progress of
the IR program (up to 40 participants including buy
and sell-side plus key media)

There are several types of feedback studies conducted for
companies throughout the financial year:

Usually companies engage external Investor Relations
consultants to conduct feedback on their behalf.
Conducting feedback through a third party gives investors
and analysts an independent, non-attributable channel to
share their views with management – an invaluable two
way dialogue. Through a third party provider it is easier

Example of results announcement in relation to expectations:

Please rate company X‘s Q4/FY11 results performance in relation to your expectations
Four out of ten analysts thought the Company’s Q3 results outperformed expectations due to greater customer
acquisition in Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Cost optimisation efforts also helped boost profitability, beating earnings
forecasts across the board. Analysts were also pleased with the Company’s refinancing program and debt
reduction since the start of the year. The only real downside mentioned by several participants was the recent
unexpected change in CFO; however all agreed to reserve judgment on his successor Mr. Y until the next set of
results.
Q1

5

Q2

•

“Their results came in 20% higher than
my topline forecasts and profitability
beat my estimate by 10%. All in all an
excellent performance. They are really
gaining traction in new markets such
as Saudi and Qatar and it’s coming
through in their results.”

•

“We were all surprised and
disappointed to see Mr. X leave the
company. He was considered a safe
pair of hands and his departure does
add an element of risk to their story.
However we’ll wait and see whether
his successor Mr. Y fills his shoes
successfully.”

•

“Last year it was a different story but
this year they have reduced their debt
significantly which has been a marked
improvement.”

Q3

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Unperformed

Met
Expectations

Outperformed
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audiences. The Investor Relations consultancy would
use the findings of the study to make recommendations
as to how the Company can evolve its communications
activities and materials to ensure that the knowledge/
perceptions gap can be narrowed for each of these
different audiences.

The feedback is usually anonymous with a list of
participants provided at the end of the report. Studies
can be both quantitative to provide ongoing performance
benchmarks, and qualitative to provide real commentary
and perceptions. Feedback helps identify misperceptions
and knowledge gaps amongst investor, analyst and media

Financial Calendar Activities
Analyst Feedback Analysis
Q2 Results Preparation & Announcement
Analyst Feedback Analysis
Full Year and Q4 Results Preparation and Announcement

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Annual Report Development
AGM Preparation & Event

Q1 Results Preparation & Announcement

Analyst Feedback Analysis

Q3 Results Preparation & Announcement

Analyst Feedback Analysis

3

Annual Report

Introduction
The annual report remains an important part of
shareholder and stakeholder communications mix. Many
companies view it as the document that brings together
all their key messages throughout the year. It should
feature a description of the business; the context in
which the business is operating; an overview of strategy,
governance information, including risks and uncertainties.
It should also present the main financials, together with
detailed explanatory notes. In summary, the report should
give readers an in-depth understanding of the Company,
its performance and its prospects going forward.

•

Outline a strategy and report on how that strategy is
being implemented

•

Report on performance during the period under
review and put that performance in context of the
Company’s strategy and markets

•

Explain the risks and factors that could influence the
performance of the business

•

Provide direction and clarity on corporate governance
issues, and explain how decisions on governance
are related to the performance and strategy of the
business

The key objectives of an annual report therefore are:

•

Fulfill legal and regulatory responsibilities

•

•

Opportunity to build their corporate reputation with a
wider group of stakeholders

22

Educate and inform current and potential
shareholders
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Content
It is the narrative elements of Company reporting that
have come to prominence in recent years – partly as a
result of the changing regulatory environment and partly
due to a change in focus from companies and investors.
Increasingly, companies are including a range of ‘nonfinancial’ key performance indicators (KPIs) alongside the
more traditional financial measures of performance. The
idea behind this is to give readers a better understanding
of how the Company is operating along with other factors
that might impact the performance.
Key areas of content companies should consider adding
to their report are:

•

Business overview
Companies frequently assume readers know what
their business does. An ‘at a glance’ spread which
combines narrative and graphical information early
in the report is an effective way of showing what the
Company does, where it operates and how it makes
its money.

•

Marketplace
Trends in the company’s key markets along with
an overview of challenges and opportunities in the
industry provide an insight to where the company is
going. Data from external sources helps support a
description of the marketplace.

•

Strategy
A good report should identify a clear set of strategic
goals and objectives along with an explanation on
why this strategy is being followed. This should be
backed up with some form of measurement.

•

Key performance indicator’s
Companies should specify their financial and nonfinancial key performance indicators (KPI’s) define
them and explain their significance by tying them to
strategy. A graphical representation of KPI’s over the
years is helpful.

•

Risk management
A lot of this type of information is boilerplate and
sits buried in the back of the report. A clear, easy
to understand summary of principal risks and
uncertainties should be brought up front along with
an explanation of how they are being managed on a
day-to-day basis.

•

•

Forward looking information
The provision of this information is difficult for
companies. However it is possible to provide
non-financial information with a forward looking
orientation through strategic goals and discussion of
wider trends in the marketplace.
Environmental & social

Many companies provide Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) information as an afterthought.
Companies should describe the social and
environmental issues that are material to their
business, explaining why they are important and how
they are measuring performance. An external view on
performance provides credibility.

•

Employees
People are frequently highlighted as the core
element to a business but then confined to a small
narrative in the Capital Social Responsibility (CSR)
or governance section. A commitment to employee
information should be made throughout the report.

Design & layout
While the design on the front cover should make someone
want to pick up the report, it should also have a purpose.
For example, use an image or strap line to illustrate a
key strength or message. The use of visual aids (e.g.
pictures, infographics, etc.) is a powerful way to convey
key messages. Imagery should be relevant to the content
and messaging of the report, too many images may make
the document elaborate, too few leave the document text
heavy and less likely to engage the reader. Photography
should be captioned to explain its relevance.
Not all readers have time to review an annual report in
detail; good use of bullets, shorter paragraphs, highlighted
text, visual aids, graphics etc. that facilitate access to
the information are recommended. Most readers browse
through annual reports so critical information should be
signposted with boxed sections and colour to bring key
messages to their attention.
Font size should be easily readable, line lengths not
too long and the text laid out in columns. It is helpful to
differentiate the accounts section from the rest of the
report by colour or paper type so readers can turn to it
easily. Finally make sure it is clear which section of the
report you are in by use tabbing devices.
Online
The vast majority of companies continue to post their
printed reports to all shareholders though increasingly
companies are providing an online version of the report to
sit alongside the print version.
Virtually all companies make their annual report available
as a PDF online. Some companies have also opted to
produce all of their annual report as a full microsite. In
some instances companies have developed reporting
‘apps’ for iPhones and other smartphones.
While companies may feel no demand from their
shareholders and see no immediate budgetary
advantage, there is a widespread acceptance that investor
communication is increasingly moving to an online format.
The annual report should form part of that wider online
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•

Project set-up – research/process/timetable/
messaging

•

Design concepts

•

Present design concepts

•

Executive interviews & copywriting

•

Design development

Where companies are producing an online version of
the printed report certain factors should be taken into
consideration:

•

Sign off design development/commission
photography

•

•

Photography

•

Sign-off pagination/templates

•

Draft of documents (including photography)

•

Final production stages – typesetting & artwork

•

Proof reading

•

Sign-off to print/produce online versions

•

Printing/online development

•

Mailing/online version live

investor communications effort and sits comfortably
alongside electronic versions of investor presentations,
share price data and AGM information.
There is no right or wrong approach – companies should
simply think about the needs of their audiences while
also considering other factors, such as available budget,
timings and resources available to make the transition to
an online format.

•

•

Online is a fundamentally different medium to print,
requiring a more fluid approach to design. Provide
multiple options to navigate the report including the
ability to navigate from one page to another
Greater functionality such as video, interactive
charting, print baskets and social media applications
can be integrated into the online report to make it
more engaging for readers
Give the report an identifiable URL e.g. www.
YourCompanyName.com/AR2012

•

Provide a detailed search facility

•

All content in the printed report should be available in
the online format

Schedule
Provided below is an indicative schedule outlining the
various activities and stages of an annual report project.
These will vary in their duration and complexity but
provide a guide on what to think about and at what stage.

4

Investor Presentations

The written presentation typically has no more than 15-20
slides so that there is time for questions once you have
finished presenting. Depending on the situation, it may be
appropriate to have slightly fewer or slightly more pages
though rarely more than 25.
You should consider seeking the advice of a bank or
law firm to review the content of the initial presentation
(to specifically exclude non public information) and add
relevant disclaimers.
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In conclusion, the production of the annual report is a key
activity in any Company’s Investor Relations program. The
annual report should be seen as part of the corporate
reporting cycle, providing the strategic detail behind
the information released at the time of the preliminary
results announcement, but remember it is a piece of
communication so make it engaging to the reader.
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The higher the number of pages, the more critical keeping
a disciplined eye on the time spent presenting each page
becomes.
If pages of financial or operational data are helpful in
answering investor questions, consider including those in
an appendix and referring to them during Q&A rather than
having them as part of the main presentation.

What are the Financial Calendar Activities for the IRO?

5

AGM’s

The intention of the following section is to broadly cover
the preparation and procedures which can be followed in
order to assist an Investor Relations officer structure, plan
and deliver a general meeting. This is based on various
international best practice precedents and of course, it
must be borne in mind that there will be various nuances
to this model dependant on the primary stock exchange
on which a company is listed. It is prudent therefore, to
be fully versed in and adapt the following guidelines to
the local market rules, jurisdictional law and as a result
develop a local best practice regime in this context. Advice
and support in this regard, can be sought from your
appointed Registrar, the local CSD and the regulator.
An Annual General Meeting (often abbreviated to AGM
or known as the annual meeting) is held on an annual
basis, typically within four to six months of the end of a
financial year. The AGM is an opportunity for shareholders
in a Company to view and approve the annual report
including fiscal information for the past financial year
and also to listen and ask any questions they may wish,
to the Board of Directors, regarding the strategy and
direction of the business for the coming year. A publiclylisted company is generally required by law (or the
constitution, charter, by-laws etc governing the company)
to hold the meeting annually and the stipulations for
holding a meeting and the proceedings at meetings
are usually covered within their charter e.g Articles of
Association. There are also regulatory requirements to
be aware of, including announcements of such meetings
to the exchange, Company Law requirements and the
governance requirements of the regulatory body of the
stock exchange.
Standard documentation to be compiled and disseminated
to shareholders usually consists of the following:

•

Chairman’s letter, signed by the Chairman

•

Notice of Meeting, including all resolutions to be put
forward at the meeting and passed by shareholders
and associated explanatory notes, explaining content
of the resolution

It is also helpful to explain to shareholders the process
for submitting instructions, related cut-off times and a
contact point either within the company itself or of an
external party e.g. the registrar, should investors or
market participants acting on behalf of investors, have
any questions about the Notice. Information regarding
postponement of a meeting for various reasons (including
if a quorum is not met and in the event that the meeting
needs to be rescheduled) should also be addressed in
here:

•

A copy of the Annual Report (typically this is also

made available on the company’s website alongside
the rest of the AGM document set)

•

Voting/proxy card (for voting in advance if the
shareholder cannot attend)

•

Request for attendance or similar (it is helpful to
provide a map to the venue also for visiting investors
to ensure they arrive in a timely manner)

Please note that while it is theoretically possible for a
shareholder to submit a proxy vote in advance of the
meeting (to be cast at the meeting by the chairman or
another duly appointed representative) and also attend
the meeting, they should not be allowed to vote twice
as this will constitute double-counting of votes. This
should be monitored carefully by the tabulation agent (if
appointed) or by the company, as should the attendance
and voting process. In this scenario, it is beneficial for
the investor to choose the option to vote at the meeting
itself, given that the response of the Board of Directors
to specific questions may be instructive as to how the
investor will vote on certain resolutions.

An IRO can add value here by consistently
engaging actively with major shareholders
especially in the lead-up to a general
meeting which promotes transparency
around the proposal of resolutions...

An ordinary resolution put forward to be passed by
shareholders are typically those that involve the general
running of the Company – (re)election of the Board
of Directors (check rules for retirement by rotation of
directors, if any); approval of audited financials; (re)
appointment of internal and external auditors; approval
of dividend; approval of compensation for Directors (or
the approval that the Board of Directors may decide this
in their absolute discretion). Ordinary resolutions usually
require that 50% or more of votes cast in person or by
proxy are in favor of the motion. If the required quorum
is not met, then the meeting is usually adjourned and
a second AGM date is declared in order to pass the
proposed resolutions with the necessary critical mass of
votes/attendance required In the event of an adjourned
meeting, an IRO may need to actively solicit participation
and/or proxy voting from shareholders in order to achieve
the votes required to pass each resolution.
An extraordinary resolution or special resolution is a
resolution passed by the shareholders of a company by
a greater majority than is required to pass an ordinary
resolution. The precise figures vary in different countries,
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but commonly an extraordinary resolution must be
affirmed by not less than 75% of shareholders casting
votes. As above, if the necessary quorum of participation
is not reached, then a second meeting may need to be
held.
Extraordinary resolutions are generally only required in
certain specific situations required by statute, for example,
to wind up a company. In many cases the Articles of
a company will direct what reserved matters must be
passed as a special resolution prior to the company
engaging in the said activity. A company may wish to
amend its constitutional documents to provide that an
extraordinary resolution needs to be passed for certain
activities. This is purely a matter of internal organizational
governance and control and gives investors comfort that
before engaging in such activities, approval must be
sought from the ‘owners’ of the company over and above
a simple majority.
Planning:
It is good corporate governance to ensure that each
and every shareholder, irrespective of size of their
shareholding is made aware of the meeting and is given
an opportunity to attend and/or vote. An official proxy
solicitation exercise can be undertaken to solicit votes
and attendance firstly to ensure that there is enough of a
quorum to proceed with the meeting and also to ensure
there is a sufficient critical mass of votes in order to pass
resolutions.

Active Involvement of Shareholders in Meetings:
Participation of investors at general meetings is usually
encouraged to initiate an open and active dialogue with
the Board of Directors and the senior management of the
Company and to allow shareholders the chance to air
their view and play a part in the decision-making process.
In many markets however, shareholder activism does
need to be actively managed. Groups of investors can
sometimes join forces to propose counter-resolutions and
in some cases, change the course of dividend decisions
and nominations of the directors for the Board, (amongst
others).
An IRO can add value here by consistently engaging
actively with major shareholders especially in the leadup to a general meeting which promotes transparency
around the proposal of resolutions and allows an IRO to
explain the rationale behind these, whilst encouraging
a dialogue between senior management and these
investors, should further elaboration be required. The
need for a strong corporate governance code to preside
over the general day to day running of a company goes
without saying. The possibility of shareholder activism
really promotes the case for a the development of a
closely guarded procedural plan for managing the end
to end AGM process, this will prevent invalidating the
proceedings of meetings and also to manage any proxy
fights or activism attempts on the rare occasion that they
do occur.

AGM Checklist

99 Venue booked in advance so that it can be
incorporated into the AGM documentation.

means or if physical copies must be mailed to
shareholders.

99 Board of Directors meeting held to finalize

99 If there is a regulatory requirement to post the

agenda and make a decision on dividend.
distribution (if any). The Company Secretary is
typically in attendance in order to make note
of the resolutions to be put forward.

99 Announcement made to the stock exchange
about meeting with details of the AGM
including dividend information and dates
related to eligibility to divided (eg Record Date
and Ex-Dividend Date).

99 In parallel to the above, AGM documentation
is finalized and distributed to shareholders
within designated timeframe (eg 21 clear days
notice). Check in advance if regulations permit
this communication to be wholly by electronic
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announcement of the AGM in a newspaper
then this should also be done in-line with the
stipulated notice period for investors. In the
MENA region, often it is necessary to place an
announcement in both a local language and
English language newspaper.

99 Up to and including the cut-off date for
instructions (votes and requests for
attendance), response from shareholders
are processed and consolidated. Often proxy
votes need to be officially lodged with the
Chairman of the Meeting in order for him/her
to vote on behalf of absent investors, as per
their instructions.

What are the Financial Calendar Activities for the IRO?

99 On the day of the AGM the meeting usually
commences at a set time and investors are
advised to arrive on time to allow them to
register and take their seats before the arrival
of the Board and the start of the meeting.
Often but not always, when the meeting
is in progress the door is closed to show
that any latecomers cannot be allowed to
join if the meeting has started. In practice,
latecomers can be accommodated but
should be escorted in by the organizers and
chaperoned to their seat. A registration desk
is useful to tick off shareholders who have
registered to attend and other attendees such
as auditors etc. and also a helpdesk where
the registration desk can refer and escalate
any potential issues. At many AGMs it is
mandatory to register to vote in advance so
that shareholding can be checked as at the
record date and recorded on the poll card (in
the event of a poll). For a show of hands it is
sufficient to validate that the shareholder was
indeed holding shares as at the Record Date.

99 Voting procedures of the AGM do vary and
the Chairman can call a poll (normal or
accumulative) or ask for a show of hands
from shareholders to vote in favor of a
resolution or against it. A lot of companies
prefer calling a poll, as this allows weighted
voting dependant on size of shareholding.
A show of hands in favor and against
resolution is a more immediate response
of course and results can be announced
on the spot, however many shareholders
prefer to keep how they vote a private affair.
Often, the voting process at the meeting
itself can be monitored by the regulator or
a third party such as an auditor or registrar
to ensure that everything is in order and to
prevent invalidating the meeting. To assist
with proceedings it is helpful to provide
the Chairman with a script and prepare a
presentation in advance to announce to the
meetings the proxy votes that have been
collected in advance of the meeting.

99 The meeting should be officially closed
99 The set-up of the room should ensure
that all shareholders can see the Board of
Directors and any presentations made by
them (such as the CEO, CFO etc). You may
also wish to provide refreshments at the start
of the meeting, any company collateral and
provisions should be made for shareholders
to ask questions. You may wish to allow time
after each resolution for questions or at the
start of proceedings.

Post-AGM

•

Once the poll cards have been processed and results
counted and consolidated with the proxy votes then
the results should be publicly announced to the
market stating which resolutions were passed and
which were not and the number and type of vote for
each resolution. The typical categories are ‘In Favour’,
‘Against’ and ‘Abstain’.

•

It is customary for any dividends to be distributed to
shareholders shortly after the resolution has been
approved at the AGM. It is good practice to execute
this within 20-30 days of the Record Date.

and the results announced to the meeting
(possible if a show of hands was used for
the voting process) or it should be stated
that results will be announced as soon
as possible after the end of the meeting.
Poll cards should either be handed to a
designated individual or put in a sealed box
that cannot be tampered with. Once the poll
cards have been collected then the counting
of the votes can begin.

Note about EGMs (Extraordinary General Meetings)
An EGM is a meeting of shareholders which occurs at an
irregular time and this is often required if an issue arises
or action needs to be taken which cannot wait until the
next AGM takes place. The process for planning an EGM
should shadow the AGM process wherever possible.
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WHAT IS THE
RELATION BETWEEN
IR AND CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE?
Investor Relations is an integral part of a good Corporate Governance Framework,
it manages the information and channels by which these efforts of the Board and
Management are communicated to the outside world, and performs a critical liaison
role for the Company to understand how these messages are received. Investor
Relations should also provide an unbiased feedback route for stakeholders to query
and discuss the Company’s activities, hence the IR professional works closely not
only with the Board but also other governance officers in the Company.
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The Corporate Governance Environment
The Board of Directors has the primary responsibility
to be a steward for the shareholders’ interests, review
the strategies and risks of operations, and ensure
the Company complies with a vast range of legal and
regulatory requirements. The Board must also consider
the interests of a range of other stakeholders who
hold varying influence and interest in the Company.
The relevance of the stakeholders’ interests continually
fluctuate due to regulatory changes, social expectations,
economic conditions and competitive activity.

Delegations Matrices, Corporate Registers, Codes of
Conduct and a toolkit of templates and forms.

•

The Board cannot delegate its responsibility to
monitor and control the Company, which is why key
reports such as Financial Statements are approved
by the Board before submission to Shareholders. The
Board is empowered, and in such cases as Board
Committees and Control Departments, is mandatorily
required to create control systems to provide
additional attention and assurance on particular
topics.

Good corporate governance includes efforts to always
do business the right way for customers, clients,
shareholders, and in the communities served by the
Company; to provide the company’s leaders with the
knowledge and tools they need to make the best
decisions; and to help the company’s associates clearly
understand the values and ethical standards that guide
our company every day.
The Board’s ability to control both the internal operations
and the external expectations of stakeholders is generally
assisted by the creation of an effective Corporate
Governance Framework. This is a broad set of processes,
systems and documents which Boards and Senior
Management use to regulate their activities, ensure
the appropriate consideration of stakeholder interests
and, more frequently, indicate to external parties how in
particular these objectives are achieved.
Whilst not an exhaustive list, the following summarises
some of the key elements Boards should consider when
developing their Corporate Governance Framework.

•

Board Processes: A strong Framework clearly defines
the respective roles of the Board and management,
the delegations and accountability of power, and how
the Board will conduct itself.
A clear distinction between Board and Management
roles is ideal, but sometimes difficult to achieve in
practice. Whilst the legal environment (including the
Company Law, Articles of Association, and other
Laws) establish key shareholder rights and Company
duties, the Board has significantly more discretion
in managing the relationship between the Board of
Directors and its Senior Management. The nature,
scale and complexity of the Company’s operations
and corporate structure plays a significant role in
determining how the Board exercises this discretion.
To some extent, Corporate Governance Codes
provide rules and guidance, but effective Boards will
consider these as a minimum standard which should
be comprehensively expanded in the Company’s
own internal policies.
Typical documents which form the base of the
Framework include Board and Committee Charters,

Control: The Framework provides the Board with tools
and processes for the monitoring of the Company.

Additionally, the Board sets the ethical tone and
standards for the Company. This is a complex
task, requiring a balance in selection of staff,
incentivisation, strategic decisions, and disciplinary
actions.

•

Transparency and Disclosure: The Framework should
be designed to enable clear, timely and relevant
communication with stakeholders.
A significant portion of any Framework is designed
with an internal perspective – Charters, policies and
procedures which provide guidance, controls and
allow the monitoring of the company by the Board.
Shareholders and most stakeholders do not have
access to the internal workings of a Company, and
hence rely strongly on key communication points
(eg, Annual Reports and Annual General Meetings)
to gather information and interrogate the Board and
Management.
Many of the external activities and communication
the Company has with its shareholders and
other stakeholders are also quite technical or
rigid because they are established by laws and
standards, such as audited financial accounts
and governance reports. Alternatively, continuous
disclosure requirements for significant or price
sensitive data may not reiterate previously stated
information, hence outsiders need to consider a wide
range of information sources. Providing ongoing
communication through channels such as Investor
Relations Departments enables the Company to
both receive and disseminate information effectively.

How IR Interacts with Governance Roles
Investor Relations interact with the Chief Executive
Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Company Secretary,
Legal Counsel, Auditors and Risk Manager, depending
on the size and structure of the Company. Interaction
must be two way – IR can be a key source of data about
stakeholder issues, trends, concerns and queries for
internal staff, whilst at the same time the IR function often
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to all stakeholders and the key messages about the
company’s moral and financial support for CSRare
portrayed.

has to assemble and interpret a wide range of corporate
data into a form which is understandable and legally
compliant.

...it’s not about what you say, but
HOW you say it!

•

Investor Relations usually acts as the main point
of contact for all external queries with regards to
the Company’s Corporate Governance activities,
its financial and stock prices together with past
performance figures for analytical use, and official
shareholder communications on such activities as
AGM, EGM, Dividend and other corporate actions.

•

The sensitivity and complexity of such information
and processes require a particular level of
professionalism, organizational skill and integrity
– hence it is essential that the Investor Relations
Department be appropriately resourced and undergo
continuous development.

Investor Relations requires a full understanding of the
company’s activities in order to ensure the right message
is conveyed to stakeholders. Sometimes, it’s not about
what you say, but HOW you say it!
Some points to consider when looking at Corporate
Governance and Investor Relations:

•

•
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Investor Relations should also, as part of the
overall corporate governance framework, have
their own code of ethical standards in ensuring that
communications and work on behalf of the company
is clear, not misleading or ambiguous.
Another key component of a good corporate
governance framework is to review and document
the company’s position with regards to Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR). Investor Relations will
play a key role in ensuring that the work done by the
Company in this area is effectively communicated
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In conclusion, an Investor Relations function
should not be seen as a cost centre but
a high-value addition to a Company’s
Corporate Governance Framework.

A Day in the Life of...

A DAY IN THE
LIFE OF…
1.

Investor Relations Officer

2. Financial Journalist
3. Fund Manager
4. Sell-Side Analyst
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1

Investor Relations Officer

It’s 7a m and a quick skim read of the blackberry shows a
few emails from shareholders, or potential investors in the
USA, Asia and Australia wishing to follow up on our recent
results announcement – all can be dealt with in the office
shortly. The calendar shows a nu mber of conference calls
and a group of investors coming in during the afternoon –
I put on a suit, get ready and a m out of the house in 30
minutes.
As I drive to work, it is an opportunity to listen to ‘Dubai
Eye Business Breakfast’ on the radio including an
update on Asian markets opening and local, regional
and international news. I a m particularly interested to
hear financial results from regional companies as positive
news flows into the stock market keeping both local and
international investors buying shares in the local markets.
Stopping at Starbucks on the way in, it is coffee at the
desk whilst responding to emails. With global shareholders,
email is often the most effective way of keeping in contact
and this morning’s emails are all requests for more detailed
understanding of our financial results from as far afield as
Hong Kong, Sydney and San Francisco.
I also like to talk to our shareholders, so have organized
two calls with Australia and Far East based shareholders to
talk through our results announcements. We recently visited
our Australian shareholders so chatting to them today
provides a good opportunity to hear any feedback, their
views on the market and ensure they have picked up and
are focused on the key messages from our results.
These calls are followed with a call with a local analyst who
is updating their model following our financial results. We
talk about the growth assu mptions in her forecasts and in
particular focus on our capital expenditure progra m.
Interacting with both analysts and shareholders is a key
part of the role throughout the year – but is more time
intensive in the period after financial results as analysts
are re-aligning their models to tie in with actual financial
results and any revised guidance to publish new research.
As we hosted a presentation and lunch on results day
in Dubai, and a further breakfast meeting with London
based analysts following results we have received and are
expecting updated analyst research which we review.
In between conference calls I continue writing a monthly
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Investor Relations report for the next Board meeting: - this
includes feedback from recent shareholder meetings in
Europe and the UAE, a review of published analyst research
and current analyst consensus forecasts. My colleague puts
together all the share price and market performance graphs
which we include closer to the date of the Board meeting.
It’s then time for an internal meeting with the CEO and
CF O to discuss the presentation to shareholders for the
forthcoming AGM, to run through likely questions from
shareholders and to think about messaging for the first
quarter results which we publish on the sa me day as the
AGM.
Lunchtime arrives all too quickly, and it is either a choice
of a visit to the staff lunch room upstairs, or a walk in the
‘fresh’ air to the nearby food court. Today I opt to go out
to the food court – I need to stretch my legs and taking
a colleague with me, it gives us the opportunity to catch
up on a few things that we are working on between our
departments.
At 2pm, my investor group meeting arrives – they are on a
whistle stop tour of the region, a day in each country and
6 company meetings a day! I haven’t met any of these
investors before so I put on our corporate video – this shows
far better than words how our operations work. We then run
through our corporate presentation and answer questions
on our global operations and the UAE region. Following the
presentation it’s time for a visit around our UAE assets
– and investors love the opportunity to see our assets first
hand. The tour, which takes us around Jebel Ali Free Z one
and along Sheikh Z ayed Road, is a great opportunity to
show investors firsthand the range and depth of regional
and international companies represented in the UAE.
During the day I flick in and out of Bloomberg checking
our stock performance, who is trading and how the broader
market is trading. I also scan through any news on peer
groups or check that there isn’t anything unexpected
on the Company. As it is industry conference season, it
isn’t unusual for senior management to be doing media
interviews and whilst we approve all materials used for
these events, journalists can and do approach management
and ask questions on the side line of these conferences
which can result in unexpected coverage. Today all appears
to be well with some good coverage on the Company
including an update on our recently announced financial

A Day in the Life of...

results.
The second largest project on the agenda is assisting in
getting the Annual Report and Accounts published.
Following the publication of results we send all the materials
to the printers and review and correct drafts. This afternoon
we review all the chosen photographs that support the
docu ment. We are almost there and it will be a relief when
the annual report goes to print.
Whilst the working day draws to a close in Dubai, London
is still having lunch and the USA are just about having
breakfast – this means that when I pack up to go home, I
make sure I take some key results docu ments with me in

2

the event that I have emails to deal with later. With many
of our analysts ‘marketing’ post results it is important to
be able to respond to their questions promptly so they can
communicate with our shareholders or potential investors.
Tonight I go home via the beach for a run, a great time to
consider some of the things on my to-do list – tonight they
include thinking through our forthcoming USA roadshow
and ensuring we are prepared for our AGM later this
month.
Another hour or so responding to emails from London
based investors and analysts and I can relax – tomorrow is
the end of our week so I have a weekend to look forward to.

Financial Journalist

It has all the makings of a very busy day. Wednesdays
often are. Many UAE companies chose to report financial
results that day; Gulf and western markets are in sync and
inter-reacting again after the staggered weekend; and
you can never discount the possibility of some big off-diary
news breaking at some stage. That’s the nature of news.
By the time the reporter sits at his screen around 9. 30 a m,
the main item on the news schedule is the preliminary
financial statement from one of the big companies. The
financial journalist covering the story is constantly briefed
by the company’s IR tea m on the strateg y and the most
recent developments of this company, and therefore has
a good idea of market expectations. When the financial
figures are published on the market website at 10a m,
they come in exactly as expected, bang in line with the
consensus of analysts’ forecasts.
A conference call with the chief executive – with print
media, newswires and broadcast all participating – adds
some flesh to the bare financial bones. The trading outlook
is good, despite some worries about global economic factors.
An upbeat news story, covering the ju mp in profits, is
tempered by a comment on the possible downside risk from
world economic problems. All pretty straightforward. The
journalist files copy by 3pm, it goes on the website in an
hour or so, and will be printed in the following day’s edition.
Western markets are now beginning to move. European
equities are nervous and jittery ahead of some economic
data due from the USA later on. The worries are
transmitted to the regional markets just ahead of closing,

and the main local indices all tail downwards at the end of
trading. The reporter files a shorter news report on the day’s
activity in the UAE’s stock markets.
That looks like it for the day. The news from the USA will
come in too late for the following day’s edition, which closes
at 10pm. Of course, if it is big enough it will be immediately
covered on the newspaper website. Such are the benefits
of the internet age; old-fashioned print deadlines, special
editions in the early hours of the morning, “catch up” editions
the next day; all disappear with internet coverage.
By 6pm, the reporter has checked his copy in print and
on-line, suggested some changes, consulted with sub-editors
about headlines, pictures and graphics. All is good, and it is
time to think about a quick preview of the following day’s
news diary before heading off home.
Then, Reuters, Bloomberg and other newswires start
blinking news with striking alerts. It’s back to the keyboard,
urgent calls to spokespersons from the concerned parties,
off-the-record briefings with bankers and analysts,
reactions from the international markets.
By 10pm, the story is published online, and copy is being
edited for the following day’s edition. This is front page
news, not just in the Gulf but around the world. The
Western press will have longer to work on it, and the
reporter knows, as he finally clicks on “shut down” for the
night, that he will read all about it in the F inancial Times
and Wall Street Journal, or at least read a fuller account of
the story.
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But that’s all work for tomorrow, another day and another
day’s news. The cycle is never-ending. Markets never sleep.
But reporters must.

3

Fund Manager

It‘s 6.55a m and the train platform is freezing cold, a cup
of tea in one hand and the blackberry in the other. The
day starts with a frantic scroll through the already received
100 emails to check that something major hasn‘t happened
overnight. With most middle eastern markets already open
at 7a m London time the next destination on the blackberry
is Bloomberg to see if any stocks have had a major move
in early trading - again a check that nothing out of the
ordinary has happened or been missed. With no major
moves noticed other than the usual retail favorites showing
their +/- 4% moves on nothing other than speculation that
the next best deal is around the corner. It meant that on
the surface the day looked like it wasn‘t going to be unduly
distracted!
Next blackberry destination was the calendar to check
what meetings were scheduled for the day - it looked
like a typical day with 2 different analysts coming in
one to talk about a GCC petrochemical company and
one to talk about the MENA banks. This was to be
followed by the management of a healthcare company
coming in and finally and internal meeting to discuss
in more detail the conclusions from the various meetings
and research undertaken by the tea m over the last
week. There were of course also nu merous invitations to
conference calls arranged by the multitude of brokers
covering different subjects. Twenty minutes later having
scanned the nu merous ‘dailies‘ to get an understanding of
what‘s happening in the region, the train pulls into London
Waterloo and time to ju mp on
‘the drain‘ - the
underground from Waterloo to Bank (City of London). This
is the only time in the day where there is complete radio
silence – it’s 15 minutes of bliss because the blackberry
doesn‘t work underground!
It‘s 8a m and I a m now in the office the PC is booting up
and the phone says that I have only missed 15 calls since
last night! Time to check the voicemail which is mainly
full of blast voicemails from analysts su mmarizing their
latest pearls of wisdom, much of which has been deduced
by reading the su mmaries on the blackberry on the way
in to the office. A quick check of Bloomberg to see if we
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are having a good day and in aggregate it looks like the
stocks we own are rising a little bit more than the markets
as a whole. Time for the daily meeting at 8. 30. This is a 30
minute meeting with colleagues from Sydney, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Tokyo, and London which su mmarizes everything
going on in the world and then zooms in on the main areas
of interest defined by key news on companies owned or
su mmaries of recent investment trips.
Back at the desk and I have received an email to confirm
how I want to vote at a forthcoming AGM of one of
companies we invested in the GCC - in the email it has the
management proposals, the ISS proposal of how the investor
should vote and our internal analyst‘s proposal. For each of
the items I select my decision and submit the vote. I then
receive a pop-up on my screen inviting me to a chat via the
Bloomberg system. It‘s my Morgan Stanley broker based
in Dubai who has an investment idea for me to consider.
We engage in a 10 minute ‘chat‘ and he makes some good
points as to why it is the right time to start building a
position and I make a mental note to do some more work
on the company.
My first meeting has turned up and we discuss at length
the outlook for the petrochemical sector and then drill
down into each of the companies as the analyst has just
returned from a 4 day trip to the GCC where he met them
all. Being based in London this is a vital service that
sell-side analysts provide relaying up to date information
directly from the companies. The conclusion is that we own
the correct company for the time being and the investment
case remains intact.
As we wave good bye to the analyst the next analyst has
turned up already, 30 minutes early and so we dive straight
into the MENA banks. Again this meeting only serves
to confirm our positioning but also points out that one of
the banks has de-rated unduly and is perhaps something
we should consider initiating a position in - something to
consider and research further in the coming days.
After a quick lunch at the desk the healthcare company

A Day in the Life of...

had arrived. This is a company that we already own and
so was an opportunity to meet again the CEO and the CF O
who were in London meeting shareholders and potential
shareholders after their year-end results. We deliberately
focus the meeting on what they have done in the 6 months
since we last met with them and compare their answers
to what they told us they would do over that period. We
get an understanding of how the competitive pressures and
the regulatory environ ment has changed. We focus in on a
couple of line items in their results and then discuss their
outlook and particularly any initiatives they are working
on to increase the top line or margins. All in all a very
satisfactory meeting and if the share price was to fall back
at all we would definitely add to our position.

been held over the last week and any subsequent changes
to models and investment conclusions. We discuss any
major macro developments in any of the countries and
whether it warrants caution in terms of our weightings or
vice versa.

It‘s 3. 30pm and time for our weekly EMEA meeting in
which anyone with an interest in the region attends or dials
in. We discuss in detail all company meetings that have

At 7pm it‘s time to set off home, pick up the Evening
Standard and find out what‘s been happening in the UK!

4

As the daylight is fading on chilly London it‘s time to
spend some time on the investment ideas that have arisen
from the various meetings. I fire off a few questions to key
analysts to get some further information and discuss in
detail with my internal analysts the investment case for one
particular company. F inally I check over a presentation that
I a m due to give internally on a GCC country later that
week.

Sell-Side Analyst

No Two Days Alike

For a sell-side, research analyst, no two days are the sa me:
at least not consecutively! The activities of a research
analyst are diverse and largely unscheduled. The day,
week, month and quarter starts with a set of goals and
some hard deadlines but with no clear idea when these
will be done (merely an idea by when they must be done).
Also research analysts themselves are highly diverse either
in terms of what is their focus (e.g. particular sectors or
countries) or the style of their analysis (e.g. deep industry
analysis looking for disruptive change or shorter-term
trading opportunities, more research bias or more marketing
bias). There is simply no such thing as a typical day beyond
a few fixed points such as a morning meeting with internal
sales, the opening hours of the market and, for some, daily
calls with overseas internal sales tea ms.
Morning More Structured Than the Rest of the Day

When not travelling to visit companies or clients the
office day usually starts shortly after 8a m. The morning
is usually more structured than the afternoon because it
involves gearing up for the market open. The day starts
with a scan of the news websites relevant for the analyst‘s
covered companies and sectors and a rapid skim through of
overnight emails.

Very quickly it will be clear if there is a major news event
with implications, for exa mple, for a company under
coverage. If so, it may take a few minutes to a couple
of hours to generate a published reaction in the form of
a very short note. In this time, some quick, back of the
envelope calculations may be done to quantify the impact
(on forecasts or valuation) of the piece of news. Reports as
usual, whether short or long, undergo legal review before
publication.
Thereafter calls to internal sales and external institutional
investor clients spread the word and canvass reaction
(a share price recommendation is based on a view of
the funda mental picture as well as how much of those
funda mentals are baked into the expectations of investors).
The rest of the day is often spread between core research
and marketing activities but the priorities between them
are in constant flux. This depends on whether coverage
of companies is being expanded, how much events have
recently changed to challenge existing, published views,
how busy institutional investor activity is (which drives the
nu mber of inbound inquiries) and how mature the sell-side
brokerage is (do they have established customers or are they
ra mping up).
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Core Research and Marketing Activities

The sell-side research analyst‘s job revolves, at its simplest,
around four activities:
•

Investigate to develop specific company, industry or
regional expertise,

•

Crystallise views in the form of published research,

•

Market these views to customers (i. e. to institutional
investors directly or via an internal sales tea m) and

•

Refine these views in the light of new developments
and ideas.

live phone calls, emails and meetings. The sa me goes
for internal sales tea ms (these tea ms then act as a
loudspeaker to a broader group of institutional investors for
the analyst‘s message).
Refining views can happen in an ad hoc way in response
to material news (e.g. financial results, changes in the
macro or competitive climate, changes in relative valuations).
Sometimes a rapid response is required and may be followed
up by a more considered view later.
Company Communications Compete for Air Time

Each activity is equally important

The working day of the analyst often touches all four
of these aspects of the job. At all times care is taken
to respect the ethical standards defined by internal
compliance and external legal regulations.
The investigation mode can involve a call or meeting with
Investor Relations and senior management (CEO- CF O) of
a company. It can be digesting as much public information
as is available on a specific aspect of a company or sector.
The forming of an investment view can be through building
a forecast and valuation model of a company or industry,
thinking through the argu ments around the investment case
(e.g. should this company‘s shares be bought, held or sold at
the current price on a 12-month view) and formalizing these
views in a written report (which, after the appropriate review
to ensure quality standards and regulatory requirements are
met) is ultimately published and made publicly available.
Interaction with clients (e.g. institutional investors) adheres
to published views but can vary from phone messages,
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and Mind Share

Companies should consider this context to ensure that when
they have something to communicate to analysts (and
investors) they may be best served by providing information
at an appropriate time (e.g. outside market hours), in a
widely available fashion (e.g. on their own website as well as
on that of the stock exchange), in English as well as Arabic,
with as much quantitative data as feasible (the job of an
analyst in reacting to news is to determine not merely if
that news is important but how important) and by having
an investor relations tea m on hand to receive (inevitable)
questions.
Particularly, in frontier markets where analyst resources
are particularly stretched, one analyst covers multiple
sectors and there is not a long history of coverage of a
particular company, it is highly likely that those companies
that make (good and bad) news more easy to track and
understand are the ones that will more often than not
have their communication paid attention to. Analysts with
unpredictable, occasionally chaotic schedules are more
likely to best maintain coverage of those companies which
disseminate important news in the most thorough and nonchaotic fashion.
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